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Every Tuesday:
Come and Paint
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Bring your Current Project and
Paints and enjoy a morning,
painting and chatting with
other artists, in relaxed
atmosphere.

Every Tuesday
10:00 to 12:45
Only £5 a week no need to
book.

All Workshops are held at:
Community Wise
Ocklynge Road
Eastbourne
BN21 1PY
Map data ©2016 Google
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info@Catalyst-arts.co.uk
www.catalyst-arts.co.uk
Catalyst Arts
55 Cherry Garden Road
Eastbourne BN20 8HG

Making Art Accessible for all

Ben Ecclestone
Masterclasses
Join us for five masterclasses delivered by
Ben Ecclestone during the start of 2017.
We will cover a separate subject each
workshop, all delivered in Ben’s relaxed
style. We will learn by Illustration,
explanation, demonstration and finally
producing our own piece of work in the
style of the day.
Each masterclass is limited to 12 spaces

February 14th

May 16th

to ensure individual tuition.

Palette Knife Techniques using Gouache

Transcription Drawings

Each Workshop is £15 if booked

Discovering the versatile qualities of Gouache

Studying the work of Master Draftsman Henri

individually .

and the unusual effects of using a palette knife.

Matisse and his approach to using line and

Book all five for £70.

March 14th

space. We will look at his approach drawing the

Booking in advance is essential, so book

Landscapes of the Mind

via:
Email: bookings@catalyst-arts.co.uk
or by post to:
Catalyst Arts
55 Cherry Garden Road
Eastbourne BN20 8HG

pose, shape and features of his models.
Working progressively through drawings we will

Exploring Landscapes by unleashing the

work to producing a drawing that will stand a

unexpected and unplanned through the

piece of art in its own right.

experimenting use of pigment.

April 11th
Working With Gouache, Pen & Ink

June 13th
Wet Pastels and Acrylic Inks Revisited
By popular demand a follow on workshop from

Looking at this combination of mediums by

last years Wet Pastels Masterclass. We will

studying popular artists of 1940’s & 50’s. It has

explore further techniques and it will serve as a

potential for both small scale paintings and

great starter class to anyone who has never

intimate illustrations.

worked in West Pastel or Acrylic Inks.

